Abstract. The Bloch space 9> is the space of functions/analytic in the unit disc D such that |/'(z)|(l -|z|2) is bounded. It is shown that Q> is the largest Möbius-invariant linear space of analytic functions that can be equipped with a Möbius-invariant seminorm in such a way that there is at least one "decent" continuous linear functional on the space. The term "decent" has a simple and precise definition.
The space $ of Bloch functions has been studied by many authors (see, e.g. [1] ) because of its intrinsic interest and because it is the meeting place of several areas of analysis. We show here that % is the largest space with certain natural properties, thus providing another justification for studying it.
To be more precise, the main result of this note is that the space of Bloch functions is the largest Möbius-invariant linear space of analytic functions on the unit disc which can be equipped with a Möbius-invariant seminorm in such a way that there is at least one "decent" continuous linear functional on the space. The term "decent" is defined below. Point evaluation of the eleventh derivative is an example of a "decent" linear functional.
One simple consequence of the main result is that there are no nontrivial Möbius-invariant closed subspaces of H(D), the linear space of analytic functions on the unit disc, equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on compacta. This consequence is "folklore", but the proof seems new.
Let A" be a Möbius-invariant linear space of analytic functions on the unit Notation. The Bloch seminormp% is defined bŷ for some a E D and X E R. The main result of this note is the following one.
Theorem. Let X be a Möbius-invariant linear space of analytic functions on the unit disc and let p be a Möbius-invariant seminorm on X. If there exists a decent linear functional L on X continuous with respect to p, then X C © and there exists a constant A > 0 such that p*(f)<Ap(f)
for allf E X. Proof. The kernel of p% is the constant functions. Then (X,p) satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem (L is a decent continuous linear functional on (X,p)). Thus, by Corollary 1, p~x(0) is contained in the constant functions.
Note that E C p ~ '(0) ç X. Thus E is contained in the constants. Therefore E is either {0} or the constant functions, as required.
The following lemma is the key to the proof of the main theorem.
Lemma. For each n > 1, the seminorm pn defined on analytic functions f; D-*Cby
is equivalent to the Bloch seminorm p^.
Proof. The proof will be given for n = 3. The general case is similar. But px = p^, as can be verified easily by using the fact that each <#> E Aut(D) has the form <b(z) = eiX(z + a)/(I + äz) for some X E R, a E D.
Thus/>3 dominates p^. It is not hard to show that/?s dominates p3 by using the Cauchy integral formula to estimate/'"(z) and/"(z).
Proof of Theorem. Let (X,p) satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Let L: X -> C be a nonzero linear functional on X such that \L(f)\ < P(f)
and |L(/)|<¿Sup{|/(z)||zeA:}
for all/ E A*, where AT is a compact subset of D and A > 0. Then L extends to a continuous linear functional (also called L) on //(/>) which satisfies (2) for each/ E H(D) (by the Hahn-Banach Theorem). Now, by [3] , L has a representation
for some function g(z) analytic in a neighborhood of {z E C| \z\ > r) and some 0 < r < 1. Also, it can be supposed that the Laurent series for g about the origin has the form g(z) = '2™_Nbnz~", where bN ¥= 0 and N > 0. Recall inequality (1) now. Take <b(z) = e'xz (X E R) and apply (l)tof°<b. Then a change of variables yields 
If A' > 0, then the Lemma yields the desired conclusion.
If N = 0, then (5) says that
Thus, in the case N = 0, X is contained in H °°, the bounded functions, and p dominates the supremum norm || • H^. Since the supremum norm dominates p® and H°° C % (see [1] ), this is a stronger conclusion than the desired one.
To guarantee this stronger conclusion, it is sufficient to suppose 1 E X and L(l) ¥= 0, where 1 denotes the constant function 1.
Here is an example which shows that the hypothesis in our theorem, that there exist a decent linear functional on X, cannot be dropped. Example 1. Let ß be the family of all paths y in D that tend nontangentially to a point on 3D. Let F be a set of angular measure zero on dD and let NE be the family of all paths in ñ that have their endpoint in E. We call NE a "null set in fi." We define p(f) = ess sup{lim sup|/(z)| : |z|-> 1, z E y: y E Q}, where "ess sup" denotes the infimum of the suprema over ñ \ NE, where NE ranges over all null sets in ß. It is easy to see that/? is a seminorm. (It follows from [2, p. 429] that p is actually a norm.) Since Möbius transformations take paths in fi into paths in fi, and sets of angular measure zero to sets of angular measure zero, we see that p is Möbius-invariant, and so is the space X of all holomorphic / with p(f) < oo. Now let f(z) = exp((l -I-z)/(l -z)). It is easy to see that p(f) = 1 because / has boundary values of modulus 1 at every point except z = 1, but clearly/is not a Bloch function.
Incidentally, this provides an example of a normed algebra of analytic functions in D with no decent linear functionals. This algebra contains Z/00 isometrically.
There is an example which shows that p need not be equivalent to the supremum norm if the additional hypotheses mentioned above are assumed to hold. shows. Finally, it is an open question whether or not the theorem holds in the unit ball in C. Bloch functions on bounded symmetric domains in C" were studied in [5] . It surely does not hold in the polydisc Dm in Cm, (m > 2), as the following example shows. We take m = 2 for convenience. where <bx, <¡f>2 E Aut(£>). Let X be the space of all holomorphic functions/on D2 for whichp(f) < oo. It is easy to see that (X,p) satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem (when stated for D2). Any Bloch function/on D2 must satisfy (see [5] )
supj|-!(z,w)|(l-|z|2):(z,w)EÖ2} <oo.
Now take/(z, w) = (I -z)~' so that p(f) = 0 but (7) fails. It may well be that this space (A*, p) is the largest decent space of holomorphic functions in D2 with a seminorm that satisfies p(f ° <j>) = p(f) for all </> E Aut(£>2). We hope to investigate this question in the future.
